
The highly decorated 
fragments of sculpture that 
survive at both sites suggest 
these stone built churches 
and buildings were also 
embellished with carvings 
and designs that drew on 
both continental and insular 
inspirations and traditions. 
High resolution laser 
scanning of individual 
sculptures is helping us to 
see these designs more 
clearly. Beasts, birds and 
people can be picked out in 
these decorative friezes. 
Some of the sculptures 
attest to the use of 
wood-turning techniques on 
stone. The decorated 
balusters that would have 
formed architectural 
embellishments inside the 
churches were ‘turned' 
using some form of lathe 
similar to that employed for 
‘turning’ wood. The carving 
of stone required a source 
of fresh stone. Old Roman 
stone would have 
deteriorated and been 
unsuitable for creating new 
complicated pieces. Fresh 
stone was being sourced 
and worked by the monks at 
Wearmouth and Jarrow.

‘remarkable sources of unparalleled evidence for 
monastic life in some of the very earliest Christian 
communities’

Finds from other 
Anglo-Saxon sites suggest 
that architectural sculptures 
may once have been 
painted whilst painted 
plaster from Professor 
Cramp’s excavations attests 
to highly decorated interiors 
and walls. The recovery too 
of fragments of coloured 
window glass – mainly 
greens but also blue, yellow 
and brown and some 
streaked pieces with brown 
or red on green – suggests 
the interiors of buildings – 
churches and other 
monastic structures – were 
elaborate and colourful and 
highly embellished. 
Although documentary 
accounts of the seventh and 
eighth centuries refer to 
these kinds of decorative 
architecture, actual 
evidence of their creation 
and use is extremely rare 
indeed and serves to 
distinguish these sites in 
particular as remarkable 
sources of unparalleled 
evidence for monastic life in 
some of the very earliest 
Christian communities in 
medieval Europe.
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